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ROUND 1 INTERVIEW 
June 27, 2019 
 
NATE LASHLEY  ( -9) 
 
 
Q.  You were first alternate last week.  Were you on the course Thursday just waiting? 
 
NATE LASHLEY:  Actually, I wasn't at the course.  I was like fourth alternate, I think, but a 
couple guys withdrew and then there was somebody that wasn't on site, so I ended up being 
first alternate.  I was in Phoenix, so there was no way for me to make it out there.  But it's 
still, when you're first alternate it's not a whole lot of fun, that feeling of only missing getting 
in the event by a spot, by one person. 
 
Q.  What's the mindset or mentality now not only getting in but playing as well as you 
did today?    
 
NATE LASHLEY:  You know, mindset-wise I'm just trying to play relaxed and confident golf 
out there.  Just get up, take it one shot at a time.  Just the old, same old thing that everybody 
says.  It's not easy to do.  You know, see how it goes tomorrow.  Hopefully I can go out there 
and play like today, play relaxed golf and have some fun. 
 
Q.  What's the difficulty with being in this position where you are and the reshuffle of 
not really knowing one week to the next whether or not you're going to get in?   
 
NATE LASHLEY:  Well, yeah.  I mean, obviously that's the difficulty.  I had to Monday 
qualify this week.  I ended up getting in not Mondaying on my number, but to have to come 
out early, try to Monday.  I should be good for the rest of the year I'm thinking.  Hopefully can 
play well this week and continue to play well and lock up my card and go from there. 
 
Q.  What do you feel was the best part of your game today or a part of the course that 
you thought was really beneficial for you? 
 
NATE LASHLEY:  I mean, obviously I made a lot of putts.  Had a couple nice saves early in 
my round.  I had a really nice save on 3 out of the bunker, made a par there.  But yeah, I 
putted well, I drove it pretty well.  I hit it really well on the back nine.  But 9 under, you're kind 
of doing everything well.  Just hopefully can continue that through the week. 
 
Q.  Was your plan always to hang out after the Monday or were you thinking about 
going home after missing Monday? 
 
NATE LASHLEY:  Well, yeah, my plan was to hang out because on Monday I was third 
alternate and usually that's always going to be pretty close.  Then there was a couple 
withdraws on Tuesday and then one withdraw on Wednesday, but Wednesday (inaudible). 
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Q.  Have you seen the course before today? 
 
NATE LASHLEY:  Yeah, I played a practice round on Tuesday. 
 
Q.  (No microphone.) 
 
NATE LASHLEY:  Had some nice saves early in my round, made a lot of putts, hit a lot of 
fairways.  It was a solid round day.  Yeah, it was great to feel.  You know, Wednesday, 
wasn't sure if I was going to get in, so it was really nice I got in.  Real positive feelings.  It's 
no fun being first alternate.  I was first alternate last week actually and didn't get into the 
tournament, so this week got in and took advantage of it. 
 
Q.  Twenty-three putts out there.  A lot of players talking about these greens, it's an 
old-school golf course but a lot of undulation.  What was the key to your putting well 
out there today? 
 
NATE LASHLEY:  Yeah, like you said, there is a lot of undulation.  I got it under the hole on 
most holes and had a lot of uphill putts with not a lot of break, so I was able to knock those 
in.  Yeah, there's some putts out there.  I made a really nice putt on 4 from the fringe, too.  A 
putt I was just trying to get close and it happened to fall in.  So yeah, putted really well today.  
Game feels good and hopefully can continue this through the week. 
 
Q.  It can be frustrating in your rookie year, but you're 132nd on the FedExCup points 
list, so no better time than the present to play well. 
 
NATE LASHLEY:  Yeah.  I mean, obviously you've got to get inside that Top 125.  Just 
trying to come out here and play golf and see what happens.  Obviously that's always in the 
back of your mind, you're always thinking about it.  Hopefully, if I can continue to play like 
this, obviously I'll be just fine. 
 


